NEDAL
RETROLINE
LIGHTING COLUMN
Nostalgic appeal in contemporary aluminium

Nedal Retro Lighting Columns
Nostalgic design in sustainable, recycled aluminium
The modern alternative to cast iron and steel lighting
Inviting appeal
Cost-efficient and low in maintenance
Robust, versatile and attractive

Nostalux
Circal
Conical
Nostalux +
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nedal.com

A unique interaction
between past and present
Grand canals, historic squares, elegant town houses or newly built homes reminiscent
of the 1930s: each require lighting columns that suit the look and feel of the era. Cast
iron or steel models might come to mind. Beautiful in their design and execution.
However, you prefer a lightweight option, easy to install, with an environmentally
friendly production process and guaranteed durability. Nedal has the solution.
The Nedal RetroLine offers the alternative you are looking for, with four aluminium
lighting columns in nostalgic retro designs to choose from.

Robust and lightweight,
with superior detailing

Illuminate yourself
at Nedal

The Nedal RetroLine lighting columns bring the past to life, but

For more information, call +31 (0)30 2925 886

with state of the art materials and applecations ﬁtting with modern

for an appointment. Because in order to fully

times. An ideal source of inspiration for city planners, architects and

appreciate the look and feel of RetroLine lighting

project developers looking to incorporate retro-look design lighting

columns, they have to be experienced.

options, but who also understand the advantages of recycled
aluminium. Not just from an ecological perspective, but also in
terms of cost efﬁciency and maintenance. Because Nedal
RetroLine aluminium lighting columns require lower maintenance
and are durable and sustainable in every sense.

Available in classic colours
The Nedal RetroLine lighting columns are available in every desired shade,
but are especially suited to a number of classic colours:

British red

Canal green

Regency brown

Classic brown

Carriage black

More information?
Contact us
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